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“Michelangelo’s approach to architecture, being sculptural, inevitably was reinforced by a special 

sensitivity to materials and to affects of  light.”
James Ackerman



The facades of  12, 13 and 14 Lincolns Inn Fields

A true understanding of  Soane’s legacy as Master Architect and family man cannot be fully 
appreciated without reading the House and Museum as single entity 

Soanes portrait hangs above the fi replace in the dining room

Plans 1:400

Numbers 12, 13 & 14 Lincoln’s Inn Fields are a palimpsest of  alterations and additions 
carried out between 1794 and 1837

To the North of  the pleasure gardens at Lincoln’s Inn Fields lies the House and Museum 
of  Sir John Soane. The projecting loggia composed of  Portland stone acts as a focal point 
within Inigo Jones’s oblong square, and sits almost directly opposite the protruding facade 
of  the Royal College of  Surgeons.

Sir John Soane’s Museum, has been preserved for the public following an Act of  Parliament 
in 1833 stipulating that it be kept ‘as nearly as possible in the state in which he shall leave it’, 
and has remained almost untouched since the death of  Sir John Soane in 1837. 

Sir John Soane’s House and Museum

Lincolns Inn Fields
1:2500

John Soanes house 
and museum

The Royal College 
of  Surgeons



Threshold

The portland stone loggia 

Ground Floor Plan  1:50

1. Entrance hall
2. Dining room / Library
3. Little study
4. Dressing room
5. Colonnade (students room above)
6. Picture room
7. Picture room void
8. Dome
9. Breakfast room
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Sir John Soanes house, on the North side of  Lincolns Inn Fields, is a Museum 
of  blanks, traces and refl ections. Passing through the threshold of  the projecting 
loggia, we access the main hall and begin to remove our attachments to the outside 
world, and descend into the architectural and family life of  Sir John Soane.

The entrance hall

The feeling of  depth can be immediately felt through 
Soane’s careful control of  light and darkness, this has 
been shown in the ground fl oor plan to the right.



The Dining Room

A sense of  revelation occurs in this space which has been drawn in the 
form of  a mobius strip. 

Soane used this room for entertaining guests and as a place to store part of  his vast collection of  books. 
The Pompeian red that stains the walls within the room hint at Soane’s fascination with lost civilizations 
of  antiquity. Traces of  the family remain in the form of  Soane’s portrait situated above the fi replace, and a 
model of  the tomb of  Mrs Soane within the pier opposite. 

The Dining Room and Library

The Library

The room is stripped bare of  family use, but for a lone set of  dining furniture 
awaiting a family dinner. 



Little Study Elevations. 1:20 
Retractable furniture has been moulded to the movements of  Soane. 

Little Study model
Combined with narrow doors, high ceilings and a primrose and dark yellow skylight; the space created appears far larger than in reality

Colonnade and Crypt sectional model  

Offi ce and Classroom
Soane’s study allowed him to take visual control over the comings and goings from the family rooms toward 
the front of  the building and the museum to the rear. The large window to the West links the study with the 
Breakfast Parlour viewed from across the Monument Court, while a view into the Monks yard is offered to the 
East. 

Moving through the Dressing room and into the Colonnade, above which his students and assistants would 
have worked, baseless columns possibly referencing Piranesi’s drawings of  the Temple at Paestum in the Pic-
ture room, suggest a site in excavation and hint at the possible worlds buried underneath. 



The Breakfast Parlour
The Breakfast Parlour , described by Soane as the most complete room in his house, containing a ‘succession of  those fanciful effects 
which contribute to the poetry of  Architecture’.  

Multiple view points are provided by the vast array of  convex mirrors. 
The room rendered as a perspectival anamorphosis drawing, further accentuate the space as an object in its own right. 
Revelation occurs when a cylindrical Claude lens is placed in the centre of  the image, whereby the distortion of  the Breakfast Parlour 
is made true through refl ection onto a concave surface.

Left -
Middle -

Right -



Light
Throughout the house and museum many of  the spaces are lit from above with a variety of  elaborate 
skylights, most prominently in clear, primrose yellow and dark yellow glass. As well as allowing Soane to 
control the perceived intensity and source of  light in each room, this also helped him to create a particular 
spatial experience.

below - Monks parlour skylight drawing and model

First Floor / Skylight Plan  1:100

1. Little study
2. Dressing room
3. Colonnade (students room above)
4. Picture room
5. Picture room void
6. Dome
7. Breakfast room

Museum / Skylight Section 1:100
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The Picture Room
Movable planes open out to provide unexpected views of  the artwork, and views into 
undiscovered corners of  the building. The space is depicted as a light fi lled Picture Cabinet 
supported by the heavy mass of  the Monks Parlour below. A periscope invites the partici-
pant down to the Monks Parlour revealing the space as an excavation into the earth. 

Perspective  Distortion  Revelation
Numbers 12, 13 and 14 at Lincoln’s Inn Fields have been manifested over a lifetime to represent the union of  architecture, 
sculpture and painting. 

Pivoting from the Sepulchral Chamber, the stories and depictions of  death have been assembled as a narrative linking ancient 
Egypt with ancient Greece and Rome up to the time of  Soane during the Victorian Era. The story thus evolves into a triumph 
over death celebrated through the immortal fragments of  lost Civilizations. This narrative is brought into the light on the 
ground fl oor where the idealised visions of  Venice and London by Canaletto, coexist alongside Piranesi’s fantastical depictions 
of  Rome and Hogarth’s satirical views of  London. 

Between the immense cacophony of  art, sculpture and architectural fragments, and the public front of  house connected to the 
outside world, a harmony is achieved that is completed by those brief  traces of  the Soane family. These traces can be quietly 
felt throughout the house/ museum and enable each succession of  visitors to make a profound connection both physically 
and symbolically with the Life time achievements of  Sir John Soane. 



Basement Plan  1:100

1. Monks parlour
2. Sepulchral chamber
3. Basement ante room
4. Monks yard
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Catacombs
Here we begin to feel as though we are going deeper into the earths surface, excavating 
a tomb for clues as to its previous occupant. Through the arches we are drawn to the 
sarcophagus of  Seti, lit from what appears to be a single source above the tomb. 

below - The monks parlour and sepulchral chamber imagined as ruins

The Monks Parlour
Resembling a hermitage, this space encapsulates the sombre attitude of  Soane after the death of  his 
wife. The heaviness of  the space has been depicted in a plaster model, relief  is gained from the light 
through the yellow stained glass lantern above. 

Left - Picture room and monks parlour light study model. 1:50



Ruination and Discovery
The Sepulchral Chamber at the moment of  discovery in the participants mind, as if  having stumbled upon it 
amongst the ruins of  a Mausoleum, he only hint of  an occupant for the tomb being the bust of  Soane looking 
down on the Sarcophagus.

From this vantage point, the House/ Museum appears limitless, Soane’s fantasy is be extended to the outskirts 
of  the city. The house can now be imagined as part of  an apocalyptic view, with only the projecting loggia 
intact, as if  seen as a future ruin today.



Material & Depth
Soane’s use of  light and sculpture in the basement creates 
a relationship to the ground that can easily be imagined as 
being far deeper than it actually is.

The plaster models above are representations of  the mass, 
material quality and light in these spaces.  



Vessel
In its current iteration Sir John Soane’s house and museum can be read as a vessel or repository for the display 
of  architectural specimens. The specimens have become as much a part of  the buildings fabric as the timber, 
stone and brick with which it was created. 



A concern had been stirring among members of  Parliament in London in 
1770. Statesman and polymath Edmund Burke advocated the necessity for a 
‘national building’ that would consolidate and promote British cultural inter-
ests. At this point the influential Royal Society and Society of  Antiquaries were 
both hidden in cramped premises at Gresham College and on Fleet Street 
respectively. The Royal Academy already occupied poor accommodation in 
the Old Somerset House between the Strand and River Thames. In 1774 the 
Board of  Works reported that large portions of  this old palace building were 
about to collapse and King George III immediately made an exchange with 
the Government for Buckingham House.

The waterside plot was considered prime for use by the Navy Offices, but 
George had conditioned the acquisition with re-housing of  the Academy and 
Societies that he patronised. The architect, Sir William Chambers, engaged 
fully with the duality of  this program, anchoring the building on the Strand 
with key cultural institutions, and setting its foundations and frontier on the 
river with exploration and exploitation of  the natural world. Between these the 
digestive organs of  maritime imports such as The Salt Office, The Stamp Of-
fice, and The Tax Office, all of  which inhabited the conjoining west and east 
wings around the courtyard were also situated within a coherent architectural 
and sculptural order.

The embodied synopsis of  a cultural continuum
Somerset House



The historical and social context
Conditions of  the commission

In 1539, Edward Seymour, Earl of  Hertford, obtained a grant of  land from 
Henry VIII of  England. When the sickly boy-king Edward VI of  England 
came to the throne in 1547, Seymour became Duke of  Somerset and Lord 
Protector. It was a two storey house built around a quadrangle with a gateway 
rising to three stories.

1550 Old Somerset House Plan

Old Somerset house became known as the queens palace with Elizabeth I 
using it as her residence for some years before she was crowned. During the 
reign of  James I the building became the residence of  his wife Anne of  Den-
mark and was renamed “Denmark House”. She commissioned a number of  
expensive additions and improvements, some to designs by Inigo Jones. 

1750 Old Somerset House Plan

Sir William Chambers, one of  the leading architects of  the day and Comp-
troller in the Office of  Works. Somerset House was commission in 1774. But 
Chambers was overlooked in favour of  William Robinson. Robinson’s sudden 
death in 1775 ment Chambers was appointed his replacement. By 1780 the 
North Wing, fronting the Strand, was complete. Its design was based on Inigo 
Jones’s drawings for the riverfront of  the former building.

1775 Plan inspired by Inigo Jones

It had to accommodate the three principal learned societies - the Royal Acad-
emy of  Arts, the Royal Society, and the Society of  Antiquaries - as well as vari-
ous government offices. In particular, he had to provide the Navy Board with 
quarters that would reflect the rising importance of  the Navy at a time when 
Britain was almost constantly at war.

1785 Chambers Design

The new building also had to provide living accommodation for the heads of  
the various departments housed there. Chambers solved this problem by treat-
ing the offices as a series of  town houses arranged in a quadrangular layout.

Sadly, Chambers did not live to see the completion of  Somerset House. In the 
summer of  1795 James Wyatt was appointed to complete the building.

1800 Finished Plan

The government granted George IV the use of  the vacant site to the east of  
Somerset House on which to build a college, with but one condition; that the 
College should be erected “on a plan which would complete the river front of  
Somerset House at its eastern extremity in accordance with the original design 
of  Sir William Chambers”.

1830 Kings College Extension

When the access road to the new Waterloo Bridge opened to the west of  Som-
erset House in 1813, it afforded passers-by an unsightly view of  the rear eleva-
tions of  the Admiralty houses that formed the western side of  the Courtyard.

James Pennethorne, who had trained under John Nash, was the architect en-
trusted with the design of  the New Wing in 1849, and with it, the completion 
of  Chambers’ great scheme. 

1850 Western Extension

The Embankment was intended to carry a new road along the edge of  the 
Thames from Westminster to the City of  London and, below ground, to ac-
commodate large sewers and a line for the Metropolitan and District Railway.

The introduction of  the Embankment had the effect of  distancing the river 
from the buildings along its north bank, particularly significant for Somerset 
House, which had been designed to rise directly from the water. 

1870 Intoduction of  the Embankment



Urban fragments woven into the city
Palace of  Arts and Learning

The first works on the Strand front were to host the King’s societies, nestled in 
the existing fabric of  the Strand streetscape. The buildings either side of  this 
entrance building were privately owned, and regardless of  the sway of  King or 
State, Chambers was compelled to slot his intervention beside the consider-
ably more modest tenements, literally cheek-by-jowl with the residents of  the 
Strand. To distil a ‘monument of  the taste and elegance’ for King George’s 
London in this slot, Chambers drew extensively on his studies and surveys of  
the grand classicism and neo-classicism of  Rome and Paris respectively.

In particular, Chambers surveyed the portico of  the Monnaie de Paris (Paris 
Mint) by Jacques-Denis Antoine which was just completed in 1775. This con-
temporary stimulant focused Chambers on the model of  the Palazzo Farnese 
in Rome, completed by 1546 and potently hosting the French Embassy. The 
Palazzo overshadows one of  the most substantial Piazzas in the city, elevating 
this private residence of  Pope Paul III to civic dominance. The precedent of  
this civic model was also enforced by Inigo Jones’ façade of  the old Somer-
set House, which Chambers was reluctant to destroy. The Strand wing eleva-
tions are therefore an amalgamation of  these precedents and manifest parallel 
motifs. The arches over the main entrance reflect the triumphal arch and the 
classical sequence of  heavy ground floor rustication under triangular caped 
windows on the piano noble and small attic windows.

Monnaie de Paris Palazzo Farnese Inigo Jones’ façade of  the old Somerset House



An expansive frontage to the natural world
Palace of  an Empire

To the south of  the building, the Navy Office The waterfront arcade of  the 
Thames frontage recalls the pre-eminent river façade of  Diocletian’s Palace, a 
prominent precedent following Robert Adam’s survey in 1764. This precedent 
manifested as a contemporary to Chamber’s work in Robert and John Adam’s 
own neoclassical terrace on the riverfront of  the Adelphi complex which lies 
likewise between the Strand and Thames to the west of  Somerset House. The 
grand arcade of  these precedents dominates the granite frontage of  the Som-
erset House riverside terrace, aggressively defying the natural advancement of  
the water and depicted in this linear composure opposed to the brutality of  
the water by contemporary etchings. The large central arch provides a cer-
emonial outlet for the Navy barges carrying dignitaries and orders to the naval 
docks at Greenwich.

Atop this fortification, the Parisian riverside precedent appears again. This 
time the extruded grandeur of  the Parisian Mint is evoked, as is the particular 
and modest portico and frontage of  the Hôtel de Crillon, also surveyed by 
Chambers with care for its moderate control of  the Place de la Concorde. This 
motif  was repeated and reduced for the additional wings of  the office build-
ings, imbuing all the additional buildings with a paired down classicism that 
met the demand for a ‘plain manner with a view to convenience than orna-
ment’.

� �� ���

Diocletian’s Palace The Adelphi complex  Hôtel de Crillon



Mediating the dual characters
Associative Topography

Between the fragmented Strand buildings and the expansive Thames frontage – the es-
sential quality of  Chambers’ scheme is the manner in which these two seemingly opposed 
commissions are inextricably linked. The most immediate and essentially tectonic device 
is the revealed ground plane that despite over sailing the true riverbank slope consider-
ably, is still comparably tactile underfoot.

From the street level, the pavement splits to slope to the western and eastern edges of  
the courtyard, and a subsequent step from the courtyard to the terrace announces the 
presence of  the river beyond. A series of  ditches and trenches also increase in their the-
atrical excavations of  the courtyard plane toward the river. The various building compo-
nents sit atop this, obeying the same rules of  decline, with the Strand building standing 
tall over the office complex.



Capture and release
Plateau of  the Sequence

In experiencing this most immediate topography, the respective wings of  
Somerset House draw the visitor through a progression of  captive arcade 
leading to a controlled but generous courtyard, after which the spatial contrast 
of  an introvert hall and the expanse of  the river staged by the terrace beyond.

Exhibition  room, 1808, Thomas Rowlandson





Promotion on the Navy stair
A Social Ascension

In the Navy building, the most grandiose stair is the ‘Navy Stair’. From the water level it starts as a two 
storey cantilevered stone spiral lead by a simple black square section balustrade. Meeting the courtyard 
level it then expands around the two sides of  its elliptical well with a royal blue balustrade of  ornate 
flourishes and occasional square sections. It then springs into the centre of  the well from their shared 
half-landing, a projection dramatically reminiscent of  a ship’s prowl. Continuing from the first floor the 

balustrade becomes lighter with increasing flourishes and the stair less massive toward the oculus - it was 
on the first floor that the primary boardrooms and business of  the Navy took place with only private 
offices above. The stairwell hosts an ascent from the river to the authorities of  the British fleet, down 
which instructions were sent to the fleet, but also up which young ambitious officers would climb for 
examination and interview, lead by the analogical rumpus and faring the prowl of  this neo-classical ship.



Theatre of  grottos, ditches and stairwells
Unified ascension

When paired, these two ornamented spatial sequences communicate a total 
unity of  the two tenants in an analogical sequence that resonates with human 
cultivation. Demanding physical participation this device made the delivery 
of  their metaphor participatory, establishing a dialogue through theatrical use. 
However whilst this spatial scheme is accomplished in its own right, these in-
ternal stairs would never have both been traversed in a single journey to con-
vey their marriage.



Hidden façade and passages
Practical duality

The full elevation of  the office wings is disguised by the courtyard ‘volume’, 
and the narrow spaces at its edges provide a compelling, cross-section revela-
tion of  this as artificial ground. These spaces were utterly practical in their 
proportion and detail, providing light to basement rooms and storage and runs 
for coal supplies from the water gates to the west and east.

Piranesi, plate six Somking fire, 1765



A cohesive community of  buildings
Figure pairs

The porticos inspired by the grand Palazzo Farnese on the Societies buildings, 
and the modest Hôtel de Crillon on the Office buildings portray the hierarchy 
of  their cultivation in proportion and order, which each figure accompanied by 
a partner which in turn emphasises their communal participation in the holistic 
order of  the scheme.
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Architectural ornament and material
The texture of  strata

The primitive, physical order of  the scheme from river up to city rigidly upholds 
its cultural decoration with a highly tangible, sequential scheme of  constructional 
ornamentation. The riverfront arcade is constructed in roughly vermiculated 
granite, a labour intensive and labour evoking texture. This resistant material is 
eaten away with care and conviction and provides a reassured foundation. The 
same decoration is used in the softer limestone within the courtyard trenches 
with a mannered analogue of  natural erosion and resistance.

Otherwise, the lighter and paler limestone is marked with a more polite rustica-
tion to mark the ground floor (as equates to street and courtyard level). Where 
the façade descends below this level as is not a primary participant in commu-
nicating the primitive strata, but rather the pragmatic one, it is also worked into 
with shallower diagonals that differentiate from the tidy classicism above, but 
does not draw attention itself. 



Re appropriating the river into the Quadrant
Riverbed Quadrant 

A mixture of  granite and limestone paving line the quadrant square which link 
to the additional wings to the west and east.  The central square and Thames 
terrace surface was originally Hoggin, a mix of  sand, clay and gravel.  This ma-
terial is historically popular in the south and east of  England and it is probable 
that a low grade hoggin would have been used for The Strand road surface at 
the time.

Hoggin in the 1700s would have been mined from gravel pits originally form 
alluvial discharge from rivers where it occurs naturally.  A mixture containing 
sufficient clay which binds together when rolled forming a semi-solid surface, 
this allows the passage of  water through, as well as promoting runoff. 

0 2.5m 5m

a. Hoggin
b. York stone
c. Granite sets
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Housing the institution and offices
A Practical Type

Even with a thorough architectural ordering, Somerset House has accommo-
dated the multiple contractions, expansions and replacement of  tenants. Verti-
cal townhouses lining public squares were not an unusual type for residential 
development in London, but here it was employed for commercial spaces, 
whose horizontal flexibility was key to their continued occupancy. Chambers 
drew precedent from the Continental model of  horizontal tenancy, build-
ing circulatory links such as long corridors which were partitioned, wells only 
occupied by stairs as needed. Every doorway in the courtyard hosted plaques 
above for the inscription of  tenant names, but many were left blank or sub-
sequently removed, betraying the broader occupancy of  some offices across 
multiple doorways.

0 2.5m 5m

a. Townhouse module
c. Internal circulation
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The parisian house typology
A Practical Type

Garret

Attic

Piano Noble

Ground Floor

Basement

Cellar

The new building also had to contain living accommodation for 
the heads of  the various departments housed there, and this 
meant space for their cooks, housekeepers and secretaries, as well 
as storage space. Chambers resolved these needs by treating the 
offices and living accommodation as a six storey slice. There were 
two storeys in the basement and one in the roof  so that above 
ground no building appeared more than three storeys high.

Courtyard level

True ground level



Sculptural articulation of  the analogue
An Artistic Collaboration

As a founding member of  the Royal Academy (arguably the pre-eminent tenant of  Som-
erset House), William Chambers held considerable sway over its activities. Said to have 
acted as ‘viceroy’ over the Academy’s keeper Joseph Wilton, Chambers directed a col-
laborative program of  sculpture that articulated the dual nature of  the building’s com-
mission as well as the connecting activity and analogue. RA sculptors Agostino Carlini, 
Giuseppe Ceracchi and Joseph Wilton employed rehearsed Roman deities and allegories 
of  nature in numerous pairings across the façades.

Among many examples are the pairs of  Cybele, goddess of  walls and fortresses with 
Mermen grasping a cornucopia at the north of  the courtyard; and Neptune, god the sea 
shares the wall with the same Mermen grasping cannon shot to the south. These and 
other collaborations depict the threat of  death beyond our shores, countered by a con-
cept of  immortal life in the civilised world. Within the courtyard the sculpture therefore 
establishes a contemporary dialogue about the essence of  human existence.
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Dressed as a Roman Emperor with the rudder 
of  a ship in his hand and flanked by the Lion 
(dominance over land) and prowl of  a Roman 
galley (dominace over sea), King George III was 
the primary benefactor and patron of  activities 
in Somerset House.

This statue shows the upright King standing 
over a reclining but underlaying allegorical 
character of  ‘Father Thames’ backed by a 
cornucopia representing plentiful natural 
provisions.
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Morphology and evolution of  the building
Shifting Inhabitation

As the building evolved, requirements for space in this prestigious city block 
led to expansion, first of  all for the tax office and stamp office operated 
together in the western admiralty tenements. A new access road was built 
through to the new Waterloo Bridge in 1813. This frontage allowed a new 
façade onto Lancaster Place, disorientating the office tenancy hierarchy origin 
from South to North, to West to East (i.e. from preference for proximity to 
the Navy offices to proximity to the road). From this point on, the office occu-
pants dominated the plan, leaving a slither of  cultural program stranded on the 
Strand, a slither which is now disjointedly mirrored by the new cultural space 
in the Navy wing.

Perhaps the most dramatic change in the natural morphology of  the building 
came with its decapitation from its river source with the building of  the Vic-
toria Embankment in 1870. This particularly facilitated the disordering of  the 
programmatic sequence, and has stunted the prominence Southern waterside 
arcade considerable since the introduction of  trees. This mechanised infra-
structural vein has little of  the latent poetry offered by the river. Importantly 
though, regardless of  this continual shift and reorientation the analogical se-
quence of  Somerset House, as portrayed by its spatial, ornamental and sculp-
tural programs is still vivid.

1801

1901

2001



Enduring contribution of  William Chambers
Underlying Character

Whilst encouraged to be restrained in his designs, the architect’s character ar-
guably underpins the enduring charm of  the fabric of  Somerset House regard-
less of  its social occupancy. As an animated and charismatic figure, Chamber’s 
personality is vivid manifest in his other commissions on the Kew Gardens 
follies and the absurd Dunmore Pineapple. In Somerset House, his personal 
hand is more subtle. Giovanni Battista Piranesi and William Chambers were 
friendly from their coinciding visits to Rome, and the character of  this rela-
tionship appears to manifest beneath the courtyard of  Somerset House.

The layered heavily rusticated arches bear striking similarity to Piranesi’s Car-
ceri d’invenzione or ‘Imaginary Prisons’, drawn only ten years prior to Cham-
bers arriving in London in 1775. Plate VI, ‘The Smoking Fire’ is on display in 
the Courtauld Gallery in Somerset House, and depicts an elevated source of  
natural light in an otherwise mechanical space - much like the coal runs on the 
periphery of  Somerset House courtyard. The sensation of  historical continuity 
from his time among the classicism of  the Catholic Continent is also memo-
rialised in his re-appropriation of  Catholic headstones from the old Somerset 
House Chapel into the walls of  the pitch-black central coal run under the 
courtyard.

State Coach for George III Dunmore Pinapple, ScotlandCatholic head stones under courtyard

Sir William  Chambers by Joshua Reynolds

The Pergola , Kew Gardens



St Georges Bloomsbury, Nicholas Hawksmoor

The Expansion of  London and 1711 The Fifty New Churches Act 

Bloomsbury used to lie at the most northern point of  the metropolis with beautiful views up the hill towards Highgate and Hampstead. After the Great Fire of  1666 the 
built up areas of  London radpidly grew  and during the early 17th century informal housing was built in in Bloomsbury, expanding with the developments of  the Earl of  
Southampton around Bloomsbury Square. The area was soon became a very desirebale and  elegant suburb within the city attarcting many affluent residents

Rapid expansion of  the city and an increasing population caused many inner and outer city communities to outgow their local parishs, unable to worship in a church and 
turning towards dissension of  the established church. 1710 saw the Tory victory in parliament and with strong support from the High Church and the monarch, Queen 
Anne, the 711 Act of  Fifty New Churches was passed. This levied the coal tax orgininally used for the rebuilding of  St Pauls in order for new churches to be built across 
London to combat the problem of  dissension.

In order for the wealthy residents in Bloomsbury to worship in church they were forced to traverse one of  the most notorious ‘rookeries’ in the city, protrayed in 
Hogarth’s Gin Lane. where the spire of  St Georges can be seen in the distance. The residents  were successful under the new legislation of  the church act and were 
granted money for a new church. However, the only land available was a constricted site on Hart Street (now Bloomsbury Way) surrounded by houses owned by rich 
Lords and Dukes. It was purchased for a vast sum of  money, £1000.



St George’s Bloomsbury 

The only land available for the construction of  a new church in Bloomsbury was a constricted site on Hart Street 
(now Bloomsbury Way) surrounded by houses owned by rich Lords and Dukes. The land was purchased for a vast 
sum of  money, £1000.

The old drawing above shows the church standing proudly with its grand portico onto a wide open street surround-
ing by buildings at a modest height so not to dwarf  the church.As the city has developed, today the church is bound 
tightly on all sides its spire figthing for space amongst its surroundings of  tall buildings and the busy traffic of  
Bloomsbury Way. 

The models show the relationship of  the church to its surroundings within the city and also demonstrate some of  
our first explorations into using clay as a mode of  architectural representation. These physical studies of  the church 
in its context also act as important pretext for  a central theme to the church in terms of  axis and entrance.
 

St Georges, as depicted by Thomas Malton, 1799

Fairhorne and Newcourt, 1658

Horwood, 1784
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East - West     Liturgical Axis
Scale 1:500

The Church Act heavily stipulated that all the new churches should be orientated East-West posing a difficult 
task for the architect of  St George’s and its awkward site.  John Vanbrugh originally designed the church in a 
north south orientation but Hawksmoor was eventually chosen as his designs solved the problems of  the site 
and the church was orientated east-west.

To cope with the restricted site, Hawksmoor makes two entrances into the church; one in the East under the 
spire to fulfill the liturgical East-West axis and the correct way to move from the profane to the holy. The second 
entrance through the portico to the south would appear to be the primary and more logical entrance with its 
clear relationship to the street. However, the east entrance undermines the portico by removing its traditional 
function as mediator between the profane and the holy as this is done liturgically under the spire.

North - South Axis

Soon after its consecration the church was rearranged so the alter was positioned in the north to better suit the 
site arrangement as the east west orientation did not work effectively during congregations. When the alter is 
positioned in the North, the spaces of  the church acts in the opposite and starts behaving like a traditional space 
(or a classical temple). There is a much greater mediation between the city and the alter; the portico assumes its 
traditional function of  acting as a transitional space form outside to in. This is reinforced by the arrangement of  
columns and the south gallery to create a hierarchy of  spaces from entrance, to an under gallery threshold space, 
to nave, to a space for a choir and finally to the alter. 



Approach and Thresholds Sketches

These sketches represent some of  the first analysis work that we undertook. They explore how the experiential 
nature of  the church changes with the way that one circulates though it. By making these drawings we learnt 
that the building functions much better as a north - south orientated church as opposed to its original east - 
west configuration. 

The th resholds mediating between the inside and the outside of  the church are much more clearly defined in 
the north - south orientation.

Movement is dictated by the careful control of  light, from the brightness of  outside to the dark claustrophobia 
of  the entrance spaces, beyond which the light from the
clerestory windows pours into the nave .

Approach from the west along Bloomsbury Way

East - west orientation entering under the tower.

North - south circulation with the alter in the east (as original 
and exisintg condition).



Experiential drawings and models

 
These charcoal drawings were the first experiential drawings we made, investigating the qualities of  the 
interior and exterior spaces.

The interior drawing (far left) shows the church’s vertical separation of  spaces, from the darkness under the 
balcony to the main body of  the nave and to the clerestory windows above. It demonstrates the importance 
of  light in the internal spaces of  the church. 

The drawing of  the exterior (left) explores the nature of  the external building elements and how they are 
rendered in light. It demonstrates how the crypt is vertically separated from the nave of  the church above 
and how the ornamentation reveals this to us.

The clay model above was made to try to understand the mass and plasticity of  these singular elements. 



Sectional Relationship & Light

We began to investigate the nature of  the church by making sections.

By making these drawings and models we realized how the spaces of  the building related to each other 
volumetrically, how the crypt is divided from the spaces above it, that the nave forms a cube. Importantly 
we started to investigate the manipulation and effect of  light within the church.

Sketch model investigating sectional properties

Plan and section exploring spacial relationships and the effect of  light on the interior. Section exploring the sense of  weight and light of  the building elements.



Theatre and Spectacle

Wren’s recommendations to the commissioners, was that the churches should have porticos so that the 
churches had a public face, and that they should all have a steeple (of  individual design) so they would be 
visible over the neighbouring buildings.  

In the case of  St George’s and its position in the city, the portico does not quite act in the same way as the 
centralised churches of  Alberti’s Renaissance Italy. This is true of  the Protestant arrangement within the 
church when the axis is orientated East West, where the portico does not serve any function apart from 
giving the building a sense of  presence. Therefore it is acting purely as a spectacular element.

When the church is orientated North South, the portico functions traditionally – as a threshold between 
spaces the outside and inside. Therefore it acts as a theatrical element. 
     

Mausoleum at Halicarnassus,  Fischer Von Erlach’s Entwurff  Einer Historischen Architectur Baachus at Baalbek, Hawkmoors reconstruction, 1714 Statue of  St George positioned above the city Lion and Unicorn Sculptures - reconstructed in ??? 

Geometric Relationships

The relationship of  the scale between the human body and  interior space of  the building is explored in this 
drawing. Whilst entering the building the eyes of  an average person are centred between floor and ceiling. 
There is a human dimension present in the proportions of  the church which centralise the viewer and brings 
about a relationship between the human and the divine, Soul and God.

This was our first drawing that started to explore the geometrical relationships in the building. We learnt
that the nave was a pure cube, and that the side galleries and portico were in proportion to each other.
However, until this point our work was conducted using metric measurements. This work showed us that
we had to consider the building in the manner in which it was constructed: in imperial measurements and
drawn using the techniques that Hawksmoor would have used.

Section through Portico - Scale 1:50



Cube

The church, (like a theatre) involves the secular celebrant with a sacred celebrated. In St Georges the 
confusion of  orientation towards the alter (its stage) is not necessarily problematic. The ‘sacred space’ is 
spiritually or symbolically present in the harmony of  the cube.

Initial sketch models were a continuation of  our work to explore the space as a pure white cube. We began 
to think about how the “cube” relates materially to the other parts of  the building. The building mediates 
between the interior spaces and the street. The axial orientation of  the building had a profound effect on this.

Process

Our readings and explorations lead to the making and development of  large scale plaster models. Our 
expectations changed throughout the process of  making and we developed techniques in casting, carving, and 
sculpting. We learnt about material representation and the effects of  materials and light.



Centrally Planned Churches

15th century Italian builders gradually turned away from the traditional Latin cross plans of  churches to advocate centrally 
planned churches often regarded as the apex of  Renaissance architecture. In 1450 the first full program of  the ideal 
Renaissance church appeared in Alberti’s Ten Books on Architecture where blending antiquity with faith and purity became 
more attractive; desirable forms for churches derived ultimately from the circle because this was thought to be seen and 
reflected in nature.

Alberti is explicit about character; staggering beauty awakens ‘sublime sensations and arouses piety’ and its purifying and 
innocent effect is most pleasing to God.  This divinity reveals itself  though the beauty of  geometrical equilibrium, much like 
the members of  a human body, where harmony exists in the rational integration of  the proportions of  all the parts of  the 
building.  Location should specifically be on elevated ground, isolated by a high base looking over a square. This separates 
it from the everyday life that surrounds it; high windows eliminate contact with the outside world allowing views only to 
the sky. Alberti was entirely convinced that purity and simplicity of  colour, as in life, is ‘most pleasing to god’ and so white 
should be the colour for the churches.

Although Hawksmoor had never taken the Grand Tour himself, his library contained many treatises on architecture 
including Alberti. It quickly became clear that the nave of  St George’s forms an almost perfect white cube. Upon measuring 
the church in feet and inches we discovered approximate ratios between portico, gallery and nave. This was further 
investigated in the following set of  drawings, made by using only a ruler and set of  compasses and the base value x = 3. The 
basic volumes of  the church and other geometries such as windows and the height at which arches sprang from relied on 
multiples of  the base value.

The drawings demonstrate how important Renaissance ideas about microcosm and macrocosm present themselves to us in 
the church, mediating between the profane and sacred worlds, in particular reinforcing the church’s persistence to orientate 
itself  north-south. Human error and practical limitations of  building in the 18th century were also apparent in this process 
as some measurements were not perfectly proportional.

Scale 1:48

Sketch from measured survey of  church Francesco di Giorgio Tempietto Donato Bramante, 1510

Considered to fulfill the most of  Alberti’s reccommendations for a centrally planned church  



Plan 1:48



Section looking East 1:48



Section looking North 1:48



Above:
This drawing illustrates the quality of  light and special qualities inside the church. By making this drawing we realised that the ornament and sculptural 
elements of  the interior of  the building were suggesting that the liturgical axis of  the building ran north - south rather than east – west.

Left:  
This painting was made after reading the Plato’s Timaeus and explores the vertical hierarchies within the church, corresponding to the divine proportions 
and relationships set out in the dialogue.  Using these proportions to build is aiming to recreate the perfection set out in the universe, thus creating a 
microcosm of  the macrocosm, in which the soul could be in harmony. 
The constellations are shown as they represent the heavenly bodies, which are used to represent the universe. The constellation shown is Circinus - the 
drawing compass.
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Interior of  Light

Large Plaster Model :
Two plaster halves form the pure cube - significant of  the volumetric space of  the nave of  the church. 
The model also represent interior spaces at scale 1:50. These models were on one hand meant to be a 
representation of  the negative space of  the nave. Various techniques of  casting, carving and sculpting were 
used in the process. In both the model and reality the interior surface of  this space is made of  plaster – as 
rendered by light entering the church. These models revealed to us the tectonic qualities of  the interior 
spaces, and helped us to think conceptually about the building i.e considering the building as a series of  
geometrically ordered elements with a pure cube rendered in light at its heart.

Large Wax Model :
Made at 1:50 this model is a cast of  the interior spaces of  the nave, exploring the beuaty and search for the 
perfect harmony through spacial and material qualities. 

Modelling the negative space revealed to us how the interior space of  the church could be considered to be 
made of  light, rather than just plaster, stone and timber. 



All Saints’ Church, Margaret Street 
William Butterfield

All Saints’ Church, Margaret Street was designed as 
the “New Model Church” for the Ecclesiologists. The 
Ecclesiologists were a movement of  the High Anglican 
Church who believed that the thirty-nine Articles of  
the Church of  England were compatible with Catholic 
doctrine; a belief  that triggered the Catholic Revival within 
the Church of  England.

William Butterfield was commissioned to build a church to 
house the growing Ecclesiologist congregation that was an 
architectural represention of  their beliefs.



Parish Map 1877

1827 Map

1868 Map

Floor Plan

Historical Context

The site of  All Saints’ Church has been holy since the 
18th Century when the original Margaret Chapel was 
consecrated.

The Oxford Movement was established in 1832 by 
members of  Oxford University, including  John Henry 
Newman. They sought to demonstrate that the Church of  
England was a direct descendant of  the Church established 
by the Apostles.

In 1839 the members of  the Oxford Movement established 
the Oxford Architectural and Historical Society. They 
advocated that daily worship, preaching and teaching, 
pastoral care and spiritual direction was to be delivered by 
a church with a resident college of  clergy and choir school. 
This type of  arrangement can be observed in Butterfield’s 
plan for All Saints’ with the choir and school surrounding 
the courtyard.

The Oxford Movement published John Henry Newman’s 
“Tracts for the Times” in 1841 which demonstrated 
that the thirty-nine Articles of  the Church of  England 
were compatible with catholic doctrine. This publication 
triggered the Catholic Revival in the Church of  England 
and gave the Oxford Movement its alternative title, “The 
Tractarians”.

Reverend Frederick Oakeley of  the Margaret Chapel 
introduced the principles of  the Oxford Movement to the 
parish, the boudaries of  which are shown in this parish 
plan, in around 1834 and reformed the Chapel into a 
Tractarian Monastery in 1845. 

In concurrence with The Oxford Movement, 
undergraduates Benjamin Webb and John Mason Neale 
established the Cambridge Camden Society. The Society 
published the Ecclesiologist, the first English architectural 
journal. This strongly linked high architecture with religious 
discourse and armed the counter-reformists with an 
architecture full of  symbolism and sacred hierarchy that 
represented their beliefs.

In 1843 Alexander Beresford-Hope became the 
Cambridge Camden Society’s chairman and a year later 
the Society severed its Cambridge ties and reformed as the 
Ecclesiological Society.

William Butterfield wrote to the Ecclesiologist in 1842. 
In his correspondence, published in the readers’ letters 
column, he introduced himself  and his principles of  church 
design. He was commissioned to publish Instrumenta 
Ecclesiatica, a collection of  designs for “the execution of  
sacred vessels and other ecclesiastical furniture.” In doing 
this he was appointed a member of  the Ecclesiological 
Society.

By 1849 The Ecclesiological Society’s numbers had swelled 
so much that it became apparent that they required a 
new “model” church. Alexander Beresford-Hope chose 
Margaret Chapel as the sympathetic establishment  and 
William Butterfield as his sympathetic architect.
Furthermore, the social agenda of  the Oxford Movement, 
to bring the working classes back to a church that had 
alienated them, further compelled them to build their 
Model Church here amongst the grimy shops and dingy 
dwellings of  Oxford Street.

Work on All Saints’ Margaret Street was begun in 1850 and 
the Foundation Stone was laid by Dr Edward Pusey, leader 
of  Oxford Movement. All Saints’, Margaret Street was 
consecrated in 1859.

Site Plan 1:500



Ecclesiology

The Cambridge Camden Society published the 
Ecclesiologist a magazine in which Churches were analysed 
architecturally with the aim of  re-creating the integrity of  
Medieval Pure Gothic architecture.  

William Butterfield wrote to the Ecclesiologist in 1842. He 
introduces himself  and his principles of  church design. He 
was commissioned to publish “Instrumenta Ecclesiatica”, 
a collection of  designs for “the execution of  sacred vessels 
and other ecclesiastical furniture.” In doing this he was 
appointed a member of  the Ecclesiological Society.

In 1841 the Cambridge Camden society published, ‘A 
Few Words to Church Builders’ a tract which set out 
design ideals regarding proportion, decoration, details 
and materials for those involved in the process of  church 
building. The Ground Floor Plan shown was printed as an 
example of  Catholic arrangement in a church, taken from 
an unnamed village church in Sussex.  The plan makes 
explicit the relationship between Butterfield’s Ground Plan 
and the express intentions of  the Cambridge Camden 
Society that can be seen in the comparative plans opposite.  

Here are some quotes from “A Few Words to Church 
Builders” to show the intrinsic link in space planning 
between Butterfield and the Ecclesiological Society.
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Font
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Misereres
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Altar

Transept

Transept
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S. Western Door
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Eagle desk
(Facing West)

Faldstood
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East of  Roodscreen)
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Ground Plan
Published by the Cambridge Camden Society to be
Illustrative of Catholic Arrangement
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VestryFont
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Altar

S. Door

Porch

Rood-
screen

2 Steps to
Chancel 2 flights of  2 steps

Priests 
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ButterFields’
Ground Floor Plan

“There are two parts and only two parts that are absolutely 
essential to a church – Chancel and Nave”

Pt. 6

“As a general rule, the chancel should not be less than the 
third or more than the half  of  the whole length of  the 
church.”

Pt.8

“Aisles are of  the next importance: Three parallel divisions 
about one third of  the Nave in breadth”

Pt.10

“Choose Stone. Brick ought on no account be used”

Pt.15

“Chancel to be raised at least 2 steps... Altar to be raised 1 
to 2 to 3 flights of  steps”

Pt.18 & 24



The site is situated in a tight, city-centre site in central 
London, close to Oxford Circus. In the 1850’s this area 
suffered from over-crowdeding and poverty. 

This conviction to and constriction of  the site meant 
that the church had to be entered on the south side. This 
would allow the church to be orientated on the East - West 
axis, the convention for Christian Church design, based 
on the Temple of  Solomon. In this orientation the main 
altar is situated at the East end of  the church allowing the 
congregation to face Jerusalem and the rising, morning sun 
that represents the rebirth of  Christ.

Site Context

Site Plan 1:200

Margaret Street

Choir School

Courtyard

Clergy 
House

Well Street

Monastic Composition
In 1839 the members of  the Oxford Movement established 
the Oxford Architectural and Historical Society. They 
advocated that daily worship, preaching and teaching, 
pastoral care and spiritual direction was to be delivered by a 
church with a resident college of  clergy and choir school. 

When compared with the plan of  Kirkstall Abbey, we can 
see how the urban setting has forced Butterfield to fit a 
monastic layout into a orthogonal plot.

Whilst doing this Butterfield attempts to maintain the 
monastic composition of  the choir school and clergy house 
surrounding the courtyard.

1. Nave
2. Tower
3. Presbytery
4. Transepts
5. Cloister

6. Library
7. Chapter House
8. Parlour
9. Refectory
10. Monks dormitory / novice quarters
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1. Nave
2. Tower
3. Chancel
4. Aisles
5. Courtyard

6. Library
7. Oratory
8. Parlour
9. Dining room
10. To clergy quarters
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All Saints



Gothic Revival
Westminster Cathedral
London
John Francis Bentley

Opened in 1903, this is the ‘Mother Church’ for the Catholic communities in 
England and Wales. 

The cathedral was designed by John Francis Bentley soon after the completion of  

designs shown at the Royal Academy were evidently reminiscent of  All Saints. 

They both followed historical precedent combined with a strong interest in 
constructional materiality and colour. Westminster Cathedral was built in a Neo 
Byzantine style taking reference from buildings such as Hagia Sophia, San Vitale in 
Ravenna and St Mark’s, Venice.
During a visit to Rome Bentley was received in private audience by Pope Leo XIII, 
who bestowed a special blessing on the architect and his great task of  designing a 
worthy cathedral in the heart of  London. 

The Westminster Cathedral was to act as a model for the Catholic faith in England 
and was therefore designed in accordance to the traditional principles. The entrance 
to Cathedral is via a piazza and facing North towards the altar.

Westminster Cathedral with Piazza on Victoria Street Westminster Cathedral Piazza During Ceremony 

All Saints within the Site All Saints Courtyard in the City



Catholic Procession:
Alongside the architecture, the life of  Westminster Cathedral follows traditional 
Catholic principle including seven masses each day, many great services of  worship 
on special occasions and processions such as Good Friday and the Rosary Crusade 
of  Reparation.

Plato’s ideal of  “World Soul” which involved human life, love, art and the divine 
experience. The occasion where these celebrations of  imagery, poetry, dance, 
sculpture and architecture most obviously collide is festival. As imitations of  
pilgrimage festivals combined divine experience and public life. To encourage this, 
the Popes made every street in Rome sacred space.

The Tractarians as Catholic revivalists, felt it necessary to introduce a sense of  
procession to their model church. 

Ecclesiological architecture therefore attempted to imitate this Catholic sense of  

a processional route to the church in unceremonial, protestant streets.

The journey from London, the City of  Man, to the Sanctuary at All Saints’ Margaret 
Street, the City of  God, plays out like a pilgrimage, carefully orchestrated by William 

The Piazza, which is also used as the meeting point for procession, has been imitated 
with the courtyard at All Saints. It recognises the spiritual function of  cities and their 
role as the theatre of  the civic cult. 

Rosary Crusade of  Reparition

Good Friday Procession 



The journey from London, the City of  Man, to the Sanctuary at All Saints’ Margaret Street, the City of  
God, plays out like a pilgrimage, carefully orchestrated by William Butterfield.

When retreating from the sanctuary back into the city the architectural devices that generate a sense of  
procession are learnt.
 
A photographic study of  this journey was undertaken to record and assess this sense of  procession. The 
photographs were then arranged back in a processional order towards the sanctuary.

Referencing the work of  photographer Olivio Barbieri and his use of  the tilt-shift technique identifies a 
specific area of  interest, replicating the peripheral vision of  human experience.

Procession





Connecting the city of God to the City of Man
1:50



Orientation in the City

At the time of  construction the spire at All Saints’ was 
the tallest in London. The spire marks the new model 
church’s place in the City and represents the initiation of  a 
procession. To mitigate this tight urban site with no public 
festival or space around it, Butterfield uses the spire to 
signify All Saints’ presence and importance within the city.

The spire protrudes above the screen of  buildings on 
Eastcastle Street.

The relationship between the Spire and the City of  the Man 
shown in the ink sketch is replicated in the Church as a 
side by side relationship between the City of  the God and a 
subconscious awareness of  the spire’s presence in the city, 
as shown by the section.

Section AA 1:50

A

A



The tall buildings of  Oxford Street obscure the view of  the 
Church established previously.

The view down Margaret Street shows how the courtyard 
indent and spire punctuate and place the church in the 
streetscape, reorientating the pilgrim.

The tile printing was chosen as a way to create a dramatic 
black/white contrast and demonstrate the strength of  the 
aedicular symbol. This is especially prevalent when all detail 
is lost against the low eastern light at evensong. 

Furthermore, tile printing echoes the method Butterfield 
specified to depict the Saints that the church is dedicated to.

Unlike classically trained architects, Butterfield went to 
study Gothic architecture in Germany and Northern 
Europe for his grand tour.

This influence can be seen in his prevalence for Gothic 
architecture, using brick and in the design of  the Spire, 
clearly influencd by the Church of  St Mary’s in Lubeck, 
Germany.

1:500 model of  All Saints in city context

Lubeck Cathedral, Germany



The gatehouse marks the courtyard. This layer marks the 
realm of  the church and the moment when the decision is 
taken to participate in the procession.

The gatehouse compresses the scale of  the City of  Man 
into the scale of  the transitional courtyard.

The spatial experience of  the courtyard is influenced by 
the use of  geometry. On plan the courtyard is nearly a 
perfect square. This geometrical arrangement promotes 
harmony and encourages pause in the courtyard to socialise 
with the congregation. The slight imperfection however 
causes an imbalance that persuades the continuation of  
the pilgrimage and reflects the architect’s imperfection in 
comparison to God. 

The shaded plan describes the effects of  geometry. The 
darker areas are the places where the geometry of  the space 
is nearly perfect and the visitor feels compelled to pause 
and reflect.

Thresholds

Ground Floor Spatial Plan
1:100

Sketch of Gatehouse



As the only elevation visible to the city, the south facade 
is the projected public face of  the church and faces the 
entering visitor.

Drawing the detailed elevation at a large scale displayed the 
interaction of  composition and ornamentation. 

Compositionally, the buttress, with its sculpture and 
aedicule, becomes a surrogate for the typological 
signification of  the spire. 

Butterfield uses brick as a material both structurally, (the 
buttress) and ornamentally (pattern)

The change in pattern for the adjoining choir school and 
clergy house, yet a continuous materiality is suggestive of  
their function yet clearly defining the separation between 
the House of  God and inhabitants in the City of  God.

Facade
South Elevation
1:25



The Sculptural Program

Butterfield adopts a minimal sculptural program. This 
heightens the significance of  each sculpture empowering 
them to act as visual markers along the processional route.

The brick buttress holds the depiction of  the Anunciation. 
The anunciation is a biblical event typically celebrated by 
the Catholic Church and therefore chosen to represent the 
Catholic persuasion of  the Tractarians.

The dove, column capitals and arch were replicated to 
analyse their position and role in the church. This led to an 
understanding of  how the sculptural program is carefully 
utilised in conjunction with the architectural program to 
reinforce and compliment the symbollic and progammatic 
role of  the building.



Facade Detail
1:20

Sanctuary Detail
1:20

Repeating Imagery
The courtyard represents a small scale version of  the 
City. The buttress capped with a tapering stone aedicule 
replicates the sight of  the tower above the city, similar to 
the view of  the spire above buildings as seen from Oxford 
Street. 

This scale is then released by the verticality of  the tower 
expressed in the entrance corner. This release is created 
by the presence of  the spire, an object that is felt even if  
it only seen in the upper limit of  periphery vision.  The 
presence of  the spire and Butterfields use of  the repeating 
aedicule in the portico design pulls the visitor to the 
entrance.   

This action is necessary because the constricted nature and 
orientation of  the site mean that the entrance is situated 
on the south facade as opposed to the traditional west 
entrance. This entrance, in an unfamiliar location and off  
axis requires architectural devices to orientate the visitor 
into the church. 



Spatial Hierarchy

The stepping of  the floor plane up towards the sanctuary 
and altar creates a spatial and religious hierarchy, echoing 
the Catholic Order.

The hierarchy is created by horizontal layers, which are 
re-iterated by the floor tiling pattern, separating the 
congregation from the sanctuary. This Allows the word of  
God to become mediated, via the priest in the raised pulpit, 
to the choir and altar beyond.  The location of  the choir 
above the nave signifies the importance of  song in the 
communication with God.

A change in the floor tiles to a diagonal pattern further 
defines the sanctuary from the body of  the church.

Ground Floor Plan
1:100



Section BB
1:50
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The spatial hierarchy can also be seen in the section that 
describes how the ceiling level, vertical elements and 
ground compresses the space of  the sanctuary creating its 
holy presence. 

Spatial Hierarchy



Experience of Light

As the visitor passes from the dark, constrained portico  
and into the church, high clerestory windows stream light 
into their dilated pupils. This confrontation with the Light 
of  the World represents the presence of  God.

Once the visitors’ eyes have recovered from the blackout of  
the entrance sequence the rest of  the church slowly comes 
in to focus. The darkness that dominates the threshold is 
gradually replaced the golden hue of  the Sanctuary.



Framing Layers
Light enters the church from above via the clerestory 
windows alluding to the presence of  god. The bright 
sanctuary orientates the viewer towards the altar. Layers 
created by the columns that form sculptural arches build 
up further thresholds that establish a hierarchy between the 
aisles and the nave.

Views are controlled to create a desire to explore further; an 
awareness of  something greater is constantly present. 



During evensong westerly light from the setting sun shines 
against the gilded sanctuary which then emits a golden glow 
back into the church. 

The gold attracts the visitor towards the altar, orientating 
them in the church from the unusual south entrance. The 
precious luster of  the gold symbolizes the sacredness of  
the holy presence and the rising of  the sun which is in itself  
symbolic of  Christ reborn.

The focus of  the ecclesiologist’s architectural doctrine, after 
years of  Protestantism preaching that God was everywhere, 
was to bring God back into the Church.

Reflections of Gold



The Return Leg
A photographic study that corresponds with the entry 
procession was undertaken. 

Processions are, by their nature, bi-directional. Therefore, if  
Butterfield had successfully ingrained a sense of  procession 
into the scheme for All Saints’, Margaret Street, then this 
would be visible on the return.

The lack of  celebratory route on the re-emergence into 
the City of  Man, clarifies our suspicions that Butterfield 
is struggling to create a connecting route between the 
installation of  God in his Catholic, Gothic Revivalist 
Church and the City. This occurs because the Victorian 
capitalist streets of  industrial London make no allowance 
for festival. Without festival the procession is reduced to a 
spectacle and Butterfield’s devices are abandoned as visual 
ploys, restricting their intention as parts of  a participatory 
pilgrimmage. 



Santa Maria della Pace

To confirm our findings the group also looked to Rome 
to find an example of  a Church that in a constrained site, 
off  a main public space, creates a monastic settlement 
that orientates itself  in the City and situates itself  in a 
procession. In this way we can acknowledge the impact that 
sacred public space and festival has on the pilgrimmage to 
worship.

Despite its constrained site, the Church still works as a 
monastery, with cloisters, chapels and accommodation set 
around an inner courtyard. It also manages to address the 
city through a piazza and use a sequence of  spaces to place 
God in the Church.

Monastery
The sketch plans, with the emphasised courtyards show that 
SantaMaria della Pace organisational success come from 
the internalisation of  the courtyard. In this more traditional 
monastic layout, the cloister and the entrance to the church 
are separated, relinquishing it of  multi-tasking burden.

The courtyard at All Saint’s does not have a cloister. 
Therefore the circulation of  the space is unarticulated, and 
Butterfield has to employ other techniques to orientate the 
visitor to the off-axis entrance. Furthermore, on a practical 
level, the choir are unprotected on their awkward journey 
from their school to their stalls.

View of Courtyard and Cloister

Santa Maria della Pace Plan

Sketch of Santa Maria della Pace 
This sketch shows how the church successfully orientates 
itself  from the City even within a constrained site. The 
horizontal lines that the surrounding buildings pick 
up creates strong perspective route that celebrates the 
movement to the church - ie creates the sense of  a 
procession. 



LONDON BUILDING STUDY. St Pancras Rail Terminus / Grand Midland Hotel & The British Library

1. St Pancras Rail Terminus / Grand Midland Hotel 
Sir George Gilbert Scott 1873 
( Train shed by William Henry Barlow Rowland Mason Ordish 1865 - 1867)

2. The British Library 
Sir Colin St John Wilson 1998 

The British Library and St Pancras Railway terminus are two large red brick buildings 
on Euston Road, a busy East West axis across the top of  the City of  London half  
way down the course of  the River Fleet.

They are linked through their size and position as neighbours and in materialty but 
also through shared and built topography.

City Plan. Scale1:8500 @ A1
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Thresholds sketch.Pedestrian and Cart entrances.

St Pancras is a massive iron train shed (by William Barlow) behind a large Neo-Gothic 
Grand Hotel of  rubbed and gauged brick. 

Together these form a series of  thresholds into in and out of  the city whilst providing 
formal public rooms for the reception of  important figures of  commerce and high 
Victorian Society it is somewhere for visitors to the city to “hang their hats” as Frank 
Lloyd Wright would have it.



The River Fleet shaped the topography that the city still has to deal with despite the 
fact that the river is now hidden.

Although there is no water, these sites resonate with the character of  a river valley.

KEY.

1. Three part mobile timber centring for the first wrought-iron arch. 1867

2. River Fleet encased in iron, from ‘The Illustrated London News’ 15 Feb 1868

3. “The entire fabric came to be founded on the length of  a barrel of  beer.” William Barlow, the 
engineer of  the train shed, comments on the setting out grid of  the undercroft which 
was based upon the dimensions of  a barrel of  Bass Breweries beer.

Section A-A 1:400 @ A1
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The River Fleet today



GRADIENT

The railway from Regent’s Canal bridge falls into the station first 1:217 gradient and 
then 1:440 gradient  to the buffer stops. 

Therefore the buffer stops are 3 ft 3 inches lower than the track at the bridge, 
reducing the gradient for horses and carts from Euston rd.

In order to make the climb above Regents Canal, the platform at St pancras is 5m 
above street level. 

Kings Cross takes trains under the canal, which leaks and means trains need to climb 
into the station (as opposed to ‘fall into’ St Pancras) which is less efficient for steam 
powered trains.

Regent’s Canal with 
Tracks Above

Goods
Way

Camley
Street

Platform LevelKings Cross Platform
& Track level behind

Regent’s Canal in 
Background with Kings 

Cross Lines Below

Euston  Road
Undercroft Level 

(Street Level)

1:1250 @ A1
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Taxi Entrance
Taxi Rank on Platform
Taxi exit
Taxi departures drop off
Booking hall
Ramp up to departures entrance
Euston Road
Hotel entrance
Coffee room
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The fall of  Middleton Rd towards the Canal. 



TO THE CITY TO THE NORTH

Looking North along Midland Rd c.1927
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A THRESHOLD TO THE CITY

The entrance / exit ramp uses towers to articulate its changes in direction, 
remeniscent of  a Roman Hippodrome or ‘Circus Maximus’.

For those entering the station from the city, this is the first in a series of  changes in 
level with which Scott articulates the passengers.

Circus Maximus. *
The placing of  the towers means Chariot riders know to turn without seeing over the 
horses heads.
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Foot passengers enter the hotel through the 
portico

Carriages enter and exit via the ramp

Passenegers leave the station via the ramp 
in a carriage onto Euston Rd

Passengers leave the train and station on 
foot

Passenegers climb to platform level via the 
ticket office

Carriages ascend the ramp to wait in rank to 
collect passengers

*



Sectional Axo.  Scale1:500 @ A1
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SECTION A-A 1:400 @ A1

Upon entering the reading rooms at the summit of  your accent through the building 
your requested book is delivered to the main counter by a complex system of  the 
lifts and conveyor belts delivering media from archives that extend six stories below 
ground.

These are positioned between existing infrastructure of  underground lines that 
run East West below the site. the library adds miles of  books every year the 
Accommodation and management of  which is the crowning achievement of  this 
building.

‘Architectural Reflections’ Wilson’s writings c.2000

Wilson’s reading of  the work of  Melanie Klein and art critic Adrian Stokes influenced 
his writings in, “Architectural Reflections” (Redwood books 1990 to 2000) in which 
he describes two states or positions through which a growing child passes linking this 
to two experiences of  spatial conditions. 
The first position: one-ness, Freud called ‘oceanic’ an enclosed and safe state where 
the child is unaware of  his own independence from his mother and the world. Wilson 
makes this analogous to flowing planes and surfaces in which internal spaces link and 
float into each other.
Second position: the emergence of  the individual which is analogous to more formal 
spatial arrangements. he claims that creativity is borne  in at the schism of  reconciling 
these two positions but that one will usually overpower of  the other. 
This large public building resonates very strongly with the first position which may be 
the only kind of  Architecture that can allow for the growth and change required in a
such a building. It will have to adapt to changes and Updates in the technology 
involved in managing this amount of  media and the changing perception of  the 
library in the city.

FROM LIBRARY

INTO CITY

1

2 3

321
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SECTION B-B 1:400 @ A1

MAKING CITY AROUND AN ‘AFTERTHOUGHT’

The late addition of  the Kings Library offers geometery around which to make 
‘place.’ 

This offers traction & hence creates type. ie. Piazza

1

2 3 4
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The Kings Library is a central ‘jewel’ around which 
Wilson articulates the two geommetries.

Piazza

Belvedere

Circulation

Top Left.
Foam and Timber model. 
Examining the internal vs. external volume of  the 
circulation space.

1



BRITISH LIBRARY AXO. 1:500 @ A1

Journey from street to book.

Top Right; Entrance PorticoPlan & Elevation 1:100 @ A1

FROM STREET TO READING ROOM.

From the street the British Library makes a cumbersome dumb red brick and slate 
image of  a city with oversize and ill placed  Piazza on its south (front) façade. The 
entrance to the piazza is via a large litch gate which frames a large Eduardo Paulozzi 
sculpture of  Isaac Newton which doubles as a guiding figure facing the entrance 
doors whilst housing the irrigation a mechanism for a large planted bed. The Piazza 
sterilises the city creating an external room.

The main entrance is a domestic scale glass door which compresses the threshold 
to the interior. Wilson places the conference centre along the east side of  the piazza 
which he claims acts as a sound buffer to Midland Road.

A building that takes 35 years to build up must be able to accept and accommodate 
change. arguably this is a contributing factor to the lack of  coherent identity of  the 
outside of  the building which comes across as a confused heavy mass of  brick and 
poorly arranged public space. 

However the experience of  the building once inside is that of  one that deals cleverly 
with existing and built topography and the graceful movement and a management of  
a large number of  people and books.

PLAN



“In the design of  the British Library I designated a wide number of  locations as the site for the 
works of  art. This was not done as an afterthought but inherent in the design to deepen the game.”
Colin St John Wilson, 2005

The most significant of  the works of  art on display is Paolozzi’s Newton in the 
Piazza. The sculpture sits at a focal point determined by two axis of  entry, the North-
South axis passing through the main Portico and the diagonal axis generated from the 
south east entry from St Pancras station. As you enter via the Portico, Newton’s line 
of  site directs your movement towards the main entrance to the building.

In Architectural Reflections, Wilson describes the function of  public art as follows. 

“Thus its space disposes and exchanges relations with our space (architectural space),alternatively 
distancing and enveloping us ,contributing at one level to the long lost art of  decoration.”

The underlying theme of  nature versus science finds expression in form and 
position of  the sculpture. The figure is a combination of  Michelangelo’s David - the 
Renaissance image of  human perfection - and a superhuman with machine implants. 
Oriented towards the east wing of  the library that houses the science collection, and 
beyond that St Pancras station, he sits on a small-scale version of  the main Portico 
entrance to the Piazza. The sculpture, located in the middle of  the Piazza, is directly 
above the large collection of  books which are stored beneath the site. Newton is 
facing down towards this vast body of  knowledge.

Paolozzi’s sculpture is based William Blakes print of  1795 (above) showing the 
scientist Isaac Newton sitting on a rock being fixated with ordering the universe. 
Completely absorbed in his abstraction Newton ignores the unique beauty of  nature 
growing behind him. Blakes critique of  the rational and measurable is picked up by 
Paolozzi.

“Though human genius in its various inventions with various instruments may answer the same end 
it will never find an invention more beautiful or more simple or direct than nature, because in her 
invention nothing is lacking nothing superfluous.”

Paolozzi, Mythologies
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Map c1880 showing St Pancras Parish and 
churchyard as it would have been before the 
railway cut through it.

Ill managed nineteenth century exhumantions  
described by Hardy as ‘human jam’.

The Hardy Tree. Disused headstones as a 
memorial to Hardy in St Pancras Churchyard.

Carefull archaelogical exhumations caused by 
the Eurostar extension c 2004.

ST PANCRAS CHURCHYARD

The burial ground at St Pancras opened in I802, on a site adjacent to the
ancient church which gives the area its name. It serviced the parish of  St Giles-inthe-
Fields, whose old churchyard was notoriously overcrowded.

The new burial ground was one is a series of  new cemeteries
which had been built around the edges of  the city from the beginning of  the 
eighteenth century.

The corner of  the Churchyard was removed to make way for the new railway line so 
human remains had to be removed from the ground.

A Cholera outbreak traced to cattle drinking from infected ponds near the site, had 
caused many deaths and churchuards were overloaded. In total, more than 8000 
human remains have been exhumed, including those of  French clergy refugees driven 
out by the Revolution. Ironically, these remains were returned to France via the new 
Channel Tunnell link in 2004, which leaves from St Pancras. (The extension caused 
firther exhumayions at the churchyard.)

 THOMAS HARDY AND THE EXHUMATIONS

When studying architecture, Thomas Hardy was asked to wacth the exhumations at 
St Pancras churchyard as there had been reports of  mishandling of  human remains, 
as the ground was desanctified and cleared to make way for the new railway. He was 
so moved and disturbed by what he saw, that he became ‘distracted from his work’ 
and fell ill. In order to recover he travelled home to Devon where he abandoned his 
studies and became a poet. He wrote ‘The levelled Churchyard” about what he saw; 

“O passenger, pray list and catch 
Our sighs and piteous groans, 
Half  stifled in this jumbled patch 
Of  wrenched memorial stones! 

“We late-lamented, resting here, 
Are mixed to human jam, 
And each to each exclaims in fear, 
‘I know not which I am!’ 

“The wicked people have annexed 
The verses on the good; 
A roaring drunkard sports the text 
Teetotal Tommy should! 

“Where we are huddled none can trace, 
And if  our names remain, 
They pave some path or p-ing place 
Where we have never lain! 

“There’s not a modest maiden elf  
But dreads the final Trumpet, 
Lest half  of  her should rise herself, 
And half  some local strumpet! 

“From restorations of  Thy fane, 
From smoothings of  Thy sward, 
From zealous Churchmen’s pick and plane 
Deliver us O Lord! Amen!”

EMILY YOUNG

British sculptor Emily Young has two pieces in St Pancras Churchyard. 

i. A large marble tablet inscribed with Psalm 121, a memorial to the victims of  a 
London terrorist bombing campaign.

ii. An Onyx bust of  an angel, carved from uncut quarry stone.

“The stones seem to exist in an utterly different way to us, so slow, so silent and so long-lived; but to 
me they’re kinds of  ancestors.  They are made (like us) of  particles that were born in starbursts, in 
galactic winds, in that first big bang. They participated more closely in the formation of  the earth. 
There’s a poetry in them, in their impossibly long slow dance. They were here before and will be after 
us. They show their history, and thereby ours, and the earth’s and the universe’s.”

Emily Young is concerned with her work having a legacy beyond the individual 
human existence. 

This makes her sculptures appropriate to a graveyard or cemetery setting.
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ST PANCRAS CHURCHYARD



SIR JOHN SOANE’S TOMB

“The ultimate bourgeois chest of  drawers.”

Such was Victor Hugo’s description of  Pere la Chaise cemetery in Paris; the 
inspiration for Soanes tomb.

“Soane broke every rule in the highly conventional language of  churchyard commemoration, 
prefiguring the bombastic exuberance of  the Kensal Green necropolis by two decades.” Roger Bowdler

STATUS SYMBOL IN DEATH

Born the son of  a rural bricklayer, Soane lived and worked in a time when class and 
social standing was important to an ambitious architect.
In the same way that the monumentality of  the No 13 Lincoln’s inn Fields announced 
his professional achievement and new elevated social status to his peers the 
‘assertiveness’ of  this family tomb serves as a final bourgeois status symbol, that pre 
dates the elaborate tombs of  the large garden cemeteries of  london by over 60 years. 

The tombs of  Karl Marx and Julius Baer at Highgate Cemtery. Soane’s and Marx’s are 
the only  tombs in London protected with Grade 1 listing.

MATERIALITY

A shallow domed canopy on four piers houses an upright, rectangular block of  
marble which is then enclosed by a quadruple aedicule of  four Ionic columns 
supporting pediments; also marble. The dome is topped with a pineapple made of  
Portland stone. 

The tomb is enclosed by a heavy Coade stone balustrade the parapet of  which is 
Portland stone also of  Soane’s design. The balusters are of, the only element that 
Soane did not design himself.

White Carrara Marble.

“The white marble placed in the open air would not have answered the purpose of  securing his 
respected remains.” 

Lavinia Banks (Daughter of  the sculptor, Thomas Banks) describes the reasons for 
her decision to use brick for her fathers Tomb, considering the effect of  the British 
climate on Marble. Soane managed to sidestep this problem by chosing a sheltered 
site and protecting the (enobled) white Carrara memorial tablet with a Portland and 
Correa Stone canopy, (the usual choice for the confirmation of  nobilty in London 
Mausolea).

Eliza Soane’s epitaph can still be clearly read today. 

ELIZA & DEATH

John Soane was buried here in 1837 but the tomb was originally designed for his wife,  
Eliza, who died controversially in 18I5. 

She fell into ill health following an incident in which her s=estranged son George 
wrote two anonymous articles (In the Champion newspaper) attacking his fathers 
abilities as an architect on 10th and 24th September I815. 

Eliza became seriously ill from gallstones, and when she read the articles said, ‘This is 
George’s doing. He has given me my death blow. I can never hold up my head again.’ 

She died on 22 November and was buried in St pancras Churchyard nine days later. 
George was later exposed as the anonymous author which broke Soane’s heart. 
He displayed the articles in the dinning room of  their house at lincolns Inn Fields, 
labelled with the inscription ‘Death Blows given by George Soane, 10th & 24th Sep 
1815.

The theme of  the dinning room (where the articles were displayed) at 13 Lincolnc 
Inn fields was death.
Although this room received more natural light than many in the house, the idea of  
tomb like memorial spaces resonnates in the levels below ground

The slightly acidic natural rainfall has a corrosive effect, the result 
of  which is that ‘matrix’ and ‘grains’ are removed from the surface 

of  the gravestone producing a ‘sugary’ surface

Perspective view of  Soane’s original design. Joseph Gandy

The tomb in an imaginary landscape 
by an unamed Soane pupil. 1816

The monument under construction
by Henry Parke (a pupil of  Soane) 1816

Studies of  the Dinning room at Soane’s house by Nurkala, Brash & PinchbackThe bodies are interred under ground, with the memorial above ground.
The tomb is accessed via a stair.



NEW SCULPTURE PROGRAM AT ST PANCRAS

1. ‘The Meeting Place’  2007 by Paul Day.

The artist claimed that this 9m high bronze pair would enhance the existing building 
and give ‘focus’ to the idea of  being reunited after a long journey.

Whether this piece contributes to what Wilson referred to as ‘The long lost art 
of  decoration’ or ‘engages with its surroundings at all or whether its mute self  
introspection (with the two faces looking only at each other, through seemingly blind 
eyes) refers more aptly to the lack of  decorum in many modern public buildings of  
this type. The two figures in this sculpture seem completely unaware of  where they 
are or those who might be engaging with them and therefore, like so many nameless 
‘strangers’ such as those they represent, serve only to get in the way of  both the Hotel 
and the concourse pedestrians.

2. Sir John Betjemin 2004 by Martin Jennings

When the station was redeveloped and extended to become St Pancras International 
several sculptures were also commissioned. 
Sir John Betjeman fought against the destruction of  the station and Grand Hotel in 
the 1960’s. 

Betjeman is depicted as seven feet tall clutching his hat and gazing in awe at the 
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splendour of  the roof  as if  having walked into the station for the first time. His scale 
puts him among the crowd of  travellers that will surround him day to day and his 
placement serves as a sort of  circus for pedestrians in a busy, yet widened part of  the 
concourse. By having him looking up he is referencing his beloved train shed that he 
fought so hard to pretect.
The sculpture is, therefore a memorial and a spatial device and therefore more relevan 
than the piece by Day.

3.
Just above the main entrance arches are positioned the coat of  arms of  each of  the 
four countries of  the British Isles - England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales. To the 
sides of  the porte cochere there are also further sculptures depicting the motto of  
Edinburgh (‘Nisi Dominus Frustus’) and Glasgow (‘Let Glasgow Prosper’) showing 
links to the north.

4.
Britannia overlooks the site of  a famous battle fought by Queen Boadicea:
Etymology; Britannia = Boadicea = Victory = Victoria

5. COLUMN CAPITALS BY SCOTT

In the original booking hall Scott placed these four contemporary sculptures depicting 
a station master and his train, a station guard and an engineer.

6. DECORUM OF THE HOTEL ENTRANCE

Above the full height French windows on the first floor to the ladies coffee room 
(behind which is a semi-external space which could be used as an open loggia in the 
summer) overlooking Euston Road are depicted three heads - Christ in the middle 
with Mary Magdalene and Mary, the mother of  James and either side looking towards 
him. Whilst Scott had been training to become an architect he taught himself  to 
design in a Gothic manner by subscribing to ‘Ecclesiologist’ - a journal by Cambridge 
Camden Society that wanted to revitalise Anglican Church and was inclined to merge 
architecture with religion and it is perhaps this influence we see here.

Niches appear above these arches and appear as if  there should be sculpted figures 
in them. In 1878 when the hotel was nearing completion the budget was strained 
and when Scott requested that sculptures be made to fill the niches the Construction 
Committee refused. The Clerk of  Works pointed out that the topmost one on the 
gable of  this west tower could easily be fitted with a sculpture due to the scaffolding 
still being in place, however the committee refused to spend the £100 necessary for 
the sculpture. As a result the only sculpted figure is that of  Britannia, facing eastward 
over King’s Cross.

7.
Entrance Aedicule steps out onto Euston Rd.



PRECEDENT STUDY
Charles Holden: St. James’s Station at 55 Broadway, London 1929



55 Broadway  -  Overview

The site for the new headquarters building was located above St 
James Underground Station on the District Line and which was 
constructed using the ‘cut and cover’ method and lay approximately 
a metre below street level.

Due to the tenanted buildings on part of  the site the initial 
proposal was for a smaller building as part of  a phased devel-
opment.  Holden easily convinced Pick that a project for the 
site as a whole was a better option, in part this was due to Pick’s 
ambition for the new headquarters building and the status of  
the Railway in general.

Holden saw the benefi ts of  a route across the site that would 
give pedestrians a more direct route between Victoria Street 
and St James’ Park and the underground station.  This exten-
sion of  the street resulted in a triangle in plan which, when 
bisected, would give a cruciform plan to the upper storeys.  The 
ground fl oor level included shops and cafes, turning it into an 
extension of  the surrounding streets.

The cruciform plan allowed skylights at fi rst fl oor to illuminate 
the ground fl oor arcade.  The fl oors above stepped back as they 
rose up the building, due in part to the requirements of  the 
Building Act.

Designed in 1928, 55 Broadway was contructed above St James’ Underground Station as the headquarters building 
for London Electric Railway.  The architect, Charles Holden, worked with the support of  his client, the head of  the 
LER, the visionary Frank Pick.  The design succeeds in resolving three principle issues: it protects the rights to light 
of  it’s neighbours, avoids the use of  a deep plan lit with internal courtyards and provides a pedestrian route across 
the site connecting its internal program with the surrounding streets.  

Site Plan 1:10000 Aerial View 1929The Underground Network in 1927

1:200 Study model in clay, ply-wood and gesso coated foam.



55 Broadway  -  Photographic Study of  Pedestrian Routes
The building creates a sense of  shifting geometries as pedestrians circumnavigate 
the building and its form begins to resist any complete view as you get close.  The 
journey up from the tube platforms is heightened by a large roof  light over the 
stairs and by passing through the datum created by the travetine.

Top: Approach from St Jame’s Park.

Middle: Approach from Westminster Abbey.

Bottom: Movement from District Line
platform, up through the ticket hall

and out through internal
‘streetscape’ and arcade.



OFFICE AS MODERN ERA CHURCH
 
Not only is a typology of  church applied to 
the offi ce plan but also at 56 m, as one the 
earliest skycrapers of  London, the building 
challenges the heights of  the surrounding 
marks of  Christianity: the 83m Westminster 
Cathedral and 68m Abbey. 

Offi ce as Modern Era Church 1:5000



London Skyline: Big Ben 1859, Westminister Abbey 1245 and Cathedral 1895, London Transportation HQ 1929 



55 Broadway  -  Street Level Plan 1:250
The cruciform plan places the load of  the central service core away from the railway tunnel.

Study Model 1:200

Typical Upper Floor Plan 1:500

I do not think that I was ever more excited in my life than when I realized the full
possibilities of  this cross-shaped plan – good light, no interference with neighbour 
lights, short corridors, and a compact centre containing all services, complete with lifts 
and staircase communicating directly with all four wings.  The completed building was 
the direct expression of  the form which emerged from the imaginary traveller’s path.

Charles Holden, Architect



FORM GENERATED BY FUNCTION

The plan was prompted by “fellow feeling” for the commut-
ers who, arriving from Victoria Street had to circumnavigate 
the site in order to access the station. Holden proposed a 
route at ground level through the site connecting all the cor-
ners of  the site.  This axis was to effectively generate the 
form of  the building: 

“I do not think that I was ever more excited in my life than when I 
realized the full possibilities of  this cross-shaped plan : good light, no 
interference with neighbour lights, short corridors, and a compact centre 
containing all services, complete with lifts and staircase communicating 
directly with all four wings.  The completed building was the direct 
expression of  the form which emerged from the imaginary traveller’s 
path.” Architect Charles Holden London Transportation HQ General Floor Plan 1:200



55 Broadway  -  Good Manners at Street Level
Charles Holden had previously collaborated with Frank Pick when he designed the stations for the extension to the 
Northern Line (1925-6).  For these new stations he designed an architectural language for the new station entranc-
es.  These elements could be used as free standing urban fi gures, combined with existing neighbours or built over 
and thereby accommodate future development above the stations.  The same ‘folded plane’ form was used for 55 
Broadway where it echoes the chamfered corners of  its Victorian neighbours.

Sketch and 1:500 Study Models 

Jacob Epstein standing next to his sculpture Night which, like 
Day above, is situated above the entrance to the shops at street 

level thereby placing it into the public realm. 



55 Broadway  -  Moderne
The ‘cross section’ of  early modernist sculpture, the weathering of  the Portland stone, 
the spare cornices and fenestration, all serve to animate the facades and introduce a 
temporal dimension to the formal dynamics.

The protection of  the classic cornice has gone and in it’s place is the tooled stone of  plain wall surfaces, 
not protecting but aiding and abetting the climatic rigours.

Charles Holden, Architect



55 Broadway  -  Sculpture Program
The sculpture program was a late addition to the scheme, and although Holden’s claim 
that it represents a cross-section of  sculpture contemporary with the building holds 
true, it is not fully integrated with the architecture and clashes with the building’s parti, 
it’s cruciform plan and the circulation at street level.

Despite its appearance and the way the sculpture and the build-
ing’s form seem to gesture toward it, the loggia set into the tower 
plays no public role within the building or within the city.

East Wind by E. Gill

West Wind by H. Moore

North Wind by A. H. Gerrard

West Wind by S. Rabinovitch 

A critic nicknamed 55 Broadway “The Tower of  The 
Winds” after the classical structure in Athens which 
featured nine sundials, a water-clock and a
weathervane.



Michelangelo’s PietaGate of  Agamemnon’s Palace

Jacob Epstein and Night

THE WHITMANESQUE APPROACH TO  ARCHITECTURE 

Both Epstein and Holden have been recorded to be infl uenced by the Laws for 
Creation by Whitman. What this poem implies is that architecture is subservient 
to the idea bigger than the work; what is in the macrocosm is represented in the 
microcosm of  architecture.

WALT WHITMAN: LAWS FOR CREATIONS

For strong artists and leaders,
for fresh broods of  teachers, and
perfect literats for America,
for noble savans, and coming musicians.

All must have reference to the ensemble of  the world, and the compact truth of  the world;
There shall be no subject too pronounced -- All works shall illustrate the divine law of  
indirections.

What do you suppose Creation is?
What do you suppose will satisfy the Soul, except to walk free, and own no superior?
What do you suppose I would intimate to you in a hundred ways, but that man or woman is as 
good as God?

And that there is no God any more divine than Yourself ?
And that that is what the oldest and newest myths fi nally mean? 
And that you or any one must approach Creations through such laws?



Henry MooreEric GillRabinovitch

Temple of  Winds in Athens

THE TEMPLE OF THE WINDS

The public had coined a nick name ‘Temple of  Winds’ 
for the building. This however only remains in the 
names of  the sculptures; no other reference is given 
to the actual Temple by the architect or the sculptors 
themselves. Although there is a resemblance, one is 
more willing to believe that the name is a rather sar-
castic notion towards the character of  the building in 
the city context as there is no relation to the cardinal 
directions, and further, considering the height of  the 
work, placed at 25 meters above the street level, mak-
ing it occasionally invisible for the passing travellers, 
it seems that it is the irony which has the winds.

Eric Gill



55 Broadway  -  1:200 Illustrated Section
With its cruciform plan and unprecedented height 55 Broadway set itself  up to rival 
the stature of  the religious buildings in the vicinity.  This section shows the consid-
erable distance between the pedestrian and the sculptural elements added to the fa-
cades.



55 Broadway  -  Internal Streets
The use of  travertine and bronze helps to create a ‘civic’ atmosphere within the internal 
streetscape.  However the relatively low ceiling height and the fl atness of  the soffi t gives 
the spaces a somewhat subdued character, despite the uplighters and skylights.  At no 
point does the interior fully reveal the sectional relationship between the underground 
and the building towering above.



55 Broadway  -  Travertine Material Model 1:50
We modelled the internal streetscape with a similar travertine to that used in 55 Broad-
way.  The lack of  more direct day-lighting means that 55 Broadway doesn’t fully exploit 
the richness of  this material.
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